
Ananufiacufi fl3blK 9 — I0 mace

Time limit: 120 minutes
Maximum score: 100

BHnMaHne! OfinsaTeuLHo nepeHeche 0TBeTLI B finaHK oTBeToB.

)Klopn npoBepneT TOJILKO finaHK 0TBeTOB.

 

  
 

LISTENING (20 points)

Task 1. You will listen to two texts. Decide (A) what was mentioned only in Text 1, (B) what

was mentioned only in Text 2, (C) what was mentioned in both texts, and (D) what was not

mentioned at all. For each statement there is only one possible answer. If you choose more

than one option, this answer will not be scored. Transfer you answers onto the answer

sheet.
 

N9 Statement A B C D

1. Plastic gained popularity due to its flexibility.

2. Plastic mateIials make utensils lighter and more efficient.

 

 

 

One of the advantages of plastic packaging has always been

 

 

3' preserving the properties of food.

4 According to statistics, plastic is helping to solve the problem
’ of food shortage.

5 Plastic has quickly become essential for managing garbage

collection.
 

6 Some organizations are trying to cut back on the mass
’ production of plastic shopping bags.
 

7. Plastic can be financially beneficial in various ways.
 

Plastic will remain the most efficient mateIial compared to

others.       
 

Task 2. Listen to the texts again. Complete the sentences below. Write no more than one
word. Sentence 9 is mentioned in Text 1, sentence 10 is mentioned in Text 2. Transfer your

answers onto the answer sheet.

9. And should you drop that bottle, it’s far less likely to break.

10. The plastic carrier bag soon became a(n) part of everyone’s life,

something that governments and campaigners worldwide are now trying to reverse.
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VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR (30 points)

VOCABULARY

9—10 mace

Task 1. There are ten sentences in the table below. Five sentences are correct, and five

sentences contain errors. Read through each sentence. If a sentence is correct, write ‘OK’
in the right column. If there is an error in a sentence, write the correct version of the whole

sentence. Transfer your answers onto the answer sheet.
 

N9 Statement Your answer
 

Could you give me some advice on buying a tablet?
 

2. The bread won’t last three more days — we’ll need more.
 

You know that I have entered Cambridge last week, don’t

you?
 

They are such nice family and I enjoy staying with them.
 

5. It would be easier to decide if you discussed it with me.
 

I was working for a computer company when I met my

new boss.
 

I can’t be used to living in such a tiny apartment.
 

8. We would like to know all what has happened.
 

9. You can tell it’s been raining — the seats are still wet.
 

10. I have past my exam this summer.     
GRAMMAR

Task 1. Complete the following text with the correct form of the words in the right column.
Transfer your answers onto the answer sheet.
 

I read the article (1) ‘IneXplicable Events’ in

your magazine this month with great interest. As you have asked
for (2) evidence from your readers, I am

writing to share my own story with you.

Before I tell you about my own (3) experience,

I should stress that, up until last January, I had not been in the least

superstitious. Indeed, I have always been very skeptical about the

whole area of the supernatural. What I am about to relate has
changed my Views for good!
I was driving home from a meeting one winter’s afternoon and

took a country road across the hills to avoid the motorway traffic.

As the car snaked its way up the narrow road, (4)
around me and it felt quite (5)

. Round the next bend, however, was a sight I

never wish to witness again.  

TITLE

ANECDOTE

FORGET

DARK

THREAT   
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CREATIVE WRITING (50 points)

Imagine that you are a journalist writing an illustrated article for the magazine ‘Get up,

stand up’ on one of the topics below.

1. The Great Victory of 1945 and its legacy 75 years later.

2. National identity: does it exist?

3. Implementing Virtual reality in education: advantages and risks.

You need to use 6 pictures for your article (you can choose any picture from the ones

below).

Please do not forget to:

0 Write an introduction (you do not need a picture for the introduction);

0 Choose 6 pictures for your illustrated article, put them in the right order and write sentences

commenting on each picture;

0 Write a conclusion (you do not need a picture for the conclusion).

Total word count: 250 — 300.

 

manna- MII- ll umum
Mun... um... . ........ m. u
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BHnMaHne! He yKasninafiTe cnon (IJI/IO npn BLIHOJIHeHl/II/I TBOp‘IeCKOFO saaaHnn.
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